A safe home for a child in need: Precious Baraka
Apr 8, 2020

By Sarah Woods

Future Stars Development Centre is open to children in need. Sometimes, a child is identified as ‘at risk’ and a decision is
made as to whether they would be safer living at the centre. Future Stars is not a children’s home but provides
accommodation to children with nowhere else to call home. Hopefully these placements are temporary as the centre can
never provide the lifetime support that comes from being part of a family.

Precious’ Story
6-year-old Precious was living with her single mother and joined the school at Future
Stars, in grade 1, in January 2020.
In February 2020, Precious’ mother became unwell, due to mental health difficulties,
and was admitted to hospital.
Initially, Precious went to live with her maternal aunt but the aunt is not working so
money is very tight and Precious’ mother was clearly unable to help with any
contribution. The aunt was unable to provide regular meals for Precious and was not
altogether happy about having Precious in the home.
It was decided that Precious would come to live at Future Stars, hopefully only
temporarily until her mother recovers.

Factfile
Date of Birth: 13th August 2013
Class: Grade 1
Favourite Subject: English
Hobby: Drawing

Image: Precious wears a pretty dress as she stands by the stairs at Future Stars

Image: Precious sits outside Future Stars

Image: Precious eats a plate of ugali and sukuma wiki

Image: Precious looks up at the camera as she sits on a bench

Child Sponsorship
We have a sponsor for Precious!
Huge thanks to everyone who shared this appeal and helped to find
that sponsor.
There are many other children awaiting sponsorship and each has
their own unique story.

Make a Difference

Image: Precious wears a beautiful dress and looks coyly at the camera

